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Ghost imaging is a technique – first realized in quantum optics [1, 2] – in which the image emerges
from cross-correlation between particles in two separate beams. One beam passes through the object
to a bucket (single-pixel) detector, while the second beam’s spatial profile is measured by a high
resolution (multi-pixel) detector but never interacts with the object. Neither detector can reconstruct
the image independently. However, until now ghost imaging has only been demonstrated with photons.
Here we report the first realisation of ghost imaging of an object using massive particles. In our
experiment, the two beams are formed by correlated pairs of ultracold metastable helium atoms [3],
originating from two colliding Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) via s-wave scattering [4, 5]. We
use the higher-order Kapitza-Dirac effect [6] to generate the large number of correlated atom pairs
required, enabling the creation of a ghost image with good visibility and sub-millimetre resolution.
Future extensions could include ghost interference as well as tests of EPR entantlement [7] and Bell’s
inequalities [8].
Ghost imaging with light is a surprising, counter-intuitive
phenomenon, which allows the image of an object to be
reconstructed from the spatio-temporal properties of a beam
that never interacts with it. There is also no requirement
for any spatial measurement of the light beam that does
pass through the object, merely the temporal detection of
the associated total light intensity. Temporal correlations
between the two beams can then be used to reconstruct the
image.
Since the first experimental realisation of ghost imaging
with light more than twenty years ago [9, 10], following the
original proposals some years previously [11, 12], there has
been an explosion of interest in the technique [1, 2]. Ghost
imaging has since found applications in areas ranging from
environmental sensing [13] to cryptography [14]. Extension
of these techniques has enabled ghost imaging in the X-
ray domain [15], 3-D ghost imaging [16] and even temporal
ghost imaging with applications to improved telecommuni-
cations [17]. Ghost imaging has produced sub-shot-noise
images of weakly absorbing objects [18] and for low-light-
level imaging, when the number of registered photons per
image pixel is less than one, ghost imaging has been shown
to outperform conventional imaging in terms of contrast [19].
In the early stages there was considerable debate as to
whether ghost imaging was a semi-classical or a quantum-
optical phenomenon. This debate was resolved [1, 2], and
showed that ghost imaging can be realised either using a
source of thermal [20, 21]/pseudothermal [22] photons, or
correlated photon pairs (bi-photons) such as created in spon-
taneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) [21]. Ther-
mal/pseudothermal ghost imaging is not a quantum effect
and can be explained semi-classically, whereas SPDC ghost
imaging requires quantum theory to describe its quantita-
tive performance and can demonstrate violation of Bell’s
inequalities [8].
To date this rich history of experimental ghost imaging has
been achieved exclusively with photons. However, until now
there has been no realisation of ghost imaging using massive
particles. As well as demonstrating complementarity for
this phenomena using matter waves, realising ghost imaging
with atoms is a potential precursor to experiments that test
fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics with massive
particles, such as ghost interferometry, Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen entanglement and Bell’s inequalities [7, 8]. Further,
there are potential applications such as real-time, in situ
control of atom lithography while imaging the deposition
remotely via the spatial (multi-pixel) detector as the process
is taking place.
There are two main challenges to ghost imaging with
massive particles: first, the need for a source of particles
with the required correlation properties; second, the need
for a sufficiently high flux to provide adequate measurement
statistics. The advent of atom cooling techniques that enable
the creation and manipulation of BECs allows such a source
to be created. A schematic of ghost imaging using correlated
colliding atom pairs is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Schematic for atomic ghost imaging. Correlated
pairs of atoms created in a collision form two beams. One beam
passes through the object to be imaged (O) and their arrival
times are detected by a bucket detector (B). The second beam
never interacts with the object, but is detected with full temporal
and spatial resolution by a multi-pixel detector (M). A correlator
(C) then reconstructs the image of the object.
As with optics, two types of atom sources can be envisaged.
Like thermal light sources, a thermal ensemble of ultracold
atoms possesses second- (1 < g(2) < 2) and higher-order cor-
relations, as demonstrated via the Hanbury Brown and Twiss
effect [23–25]. However, the flux of correlated atom pairs
is usually very low. Alternatively, the degree of correlation
can be enhanced by exploiting the atom equivalent of bi-
photon sources, whereby s-wave collisions between ultracold
atoms [4, 5] can in principle yield a high degree of correlation
(g(2) ≫ 2) between two atoms. Even then, the requirements
on the flux to realise a ghost imaging experiment are quite
severe.
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2To overcome this we have developed a new technique to en-
hance the number of correlated atom pairs, while maintaining
a high degree of correlation and therefore signal-to-noise ratio.
We use higher-order Kapitza-Dirac scattering [6, 26, 27] to
produce multiple distinct sources of s-wave scattered atoms
in each experimental run. This allows more than a 10-fold
increase in the data acquisition rate which makes the experi-
ment feasible – the data we present here is the equivalent of
around three weeks of full-time data acquisition.
The experiments start with a Bose-Einstein condensate
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the experiment and resulting ghost
image. (a) The experiment starts (I) by using Bragg laser
beams (yellow arrows) to split the trapped BEC cloud into differ-
ent momentum states (for simplicity, only the 1st Bragg order is
shown as the clouds evolve in time). Binary atomic collisions pop-
ulate an s-wave scattering halo with correlated pairs of opposite
momenta, which then expand as they fall under gravity. (II) In
the momentum space associated with the center-of-mass reference
frame the BECs are situated at opposite poles of the s-wave
sphere. (III) Some of the halo atoms pass through a mask placed
10 mm above the ”bucket” port of the single atom detector, while
their diametrically opposing counterparts are registered by the
”multi-pixel” port. (b) Experimental data from 2,000 individual
experimental runs showing the eleven halos produced in the colli-
sion process, where the individual atom counts are reconstructed
in 3D momentum space. Bragg scattering in the Kapitza-Dirac
effect produces 12 diffraction orders −6 · · ·+5 along ez. Collisions
between each pair of adjacent orders result in 11 independent
scattering halos. (c) Individual ghost images from each of the
halos from 68,835 experimental runs are combined to form the
final image (bottom). The scale bar in the final image is 5 mm.
Because of the difference in absolute velocities for different Bragg
orders, the halos which land first only cover a fraction of the
image.
(BEC) of helium atoms in the metastable (23S1) state. This
state enables single atom detection with high efficiency be-
cause of the large internal energy of the atoms [3].
We magnetically trap a BEC of ∼106 4He∗ atoms in the
mJ = +1 sublevel with no discernible thermal fraction (see
[28, 29] for details). To produce an s-wave halo, we collide
atoms in the BEC in two steps: (i) first we outcouple nearly
all atoms from the trap via a two-photon Raman transition
to the magnetically insensitive sublevel mJ = 0, and then
(ii) Bragg scatter the cloud into multiple momentum modes.
This last step introduces a relative momentum difference
between atoms in the different Bragg orders, which then
generate a series of s-wave scattering halos via binary col-
lisions between atoms in different orders [29]. We employ
the same laser beams for both Raman and Bragg pulses,
with the latter Fourier-broadened to ensure we are in the
Kapitza-Dirac regime, which populates multiple diffraction
orders. Both Raman and Bragg pulses propagate along the
(ex ± ez)/
√
2 directions as shown in Fig. 2a(I). This results
in momentum transfer along the vertical axis ez with the
momentum difference between any two adjacent diffracted
orders ~∆k = ±√2~k0ez, where ~k0 is a single photon recoil,
k0 = 2pi/λ, and λ = 1083.1979 nm is the photon wavelength.
In k-space associated with the center-of-mass reference frame,
each s-wave scattering halo comprises atoms on a sphere
of radius kr = ∆k/2 = k0/
√
2, which reflects energy and
momentum conservation, as shown in Fig. 2A(II).
After the collision, the expanding halo falls ∼850 mm
under gravity onto a multi-channel plate and delay-line de-
tector, which records the arrival time and positions (t, x, y)
of individual atoms. We then transform this 3D information
into the momenta (kx, ky, kz) of individual atoms, which is
plotted in Fig. 2b to show the eleven halos produced in the
collision process. The dark clouds represent BEC’s in differ-
ent Bragg orders l with an s-wave halo situated between each
of the corresponding orders (l, l+1). The center of each halo
is on the momentum transfer axis ez. Also clearly visible
are the portions of larger-diameter halos from non-adjacent
orders (l, l+2), etc., as well as halos formed by single-photon
spontaneous scattering from the Raman/Bragg laser. The
halo populations follow that of Bragg orders in the Kapitza-
Dirac effect, and as a consequence, the average number of
atoms per halo decreases from ∼250 for (l, l + 1) = (0,+1)
to ∼50 for (+5,+6).
Ghost imaging is demonstrated by placing a thin metal
mask 10 mm above the detector, which covers a portion of
the detector’s surface such that only a fraction of the s-wave
halo (containing at most one atom from each correlated
pair) passes through the mask. The rest of the atoms are
detected directly, without any interaction with the object.
The detector is artificially split into two regions: the bucket
region, masked with the object we want to image, and the
multi-pixel region, where the atoms are detected with full
spatial and temporal resolution. On the bucket portion of
the detector, only the time of arrival t is used for ghost image
reconstruction, whereas for the multi-pixel detector we retain
a full (t, x, y) set. The ghost image is then reconstructed in
momentum space using coincidence-counting between atoms
in the multi-pixel port and the bucket port. Combining the
independent images from halos in the different Bragg orders
results in the ghost image at the bottom of Fig. 2c. The
ghost image clearly resolves the object, which is a 15.5 mm
wide mask of the letters ”ANU” with line widths ∼0.75 mm.
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FIG. 3. Cross-correlation function. The main plot shows
g(2)(0, 0, z) as a function of vertical coordinate only. The solid
line is a Gaussian fit, which has an rms width σz = 0.37 mm,
corresponding to the correlation length. Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. The inset shows g(2)(x, y, 0) for the
experimental data.
Following [4], we characterise the correlations between
atoms with almost equal but opposite momenta k1 = −k2 +
∆k by constructing a two-particle cross-correlation function
g(2)(∆kx,∆ky,∆kz) [29]. Fig. 3 shows g
(2) for the halo from
Bragg orders l = +3,+4. The key factor limiting the image
resolution is the finite width of g(2) – the correlation length.
A smaller average number of counts per halo is beneficial,
as it leads to a higher peak g(2) [4] and, consequently, lower
probability of registering false coincidence counts, which
contribute to the ghost image background. This is why
multi-order Kapitza-Dirac scattering is crucial for this type
of experiment, as it allows a large number of relatively dilute
s-wave halos to be populated and detected in a single ex-
perimental run, thereby significantly decreasing the required
experimental run-time.
In the xy-plane of the detector, the absolute im-
age resolution is limited by the real-space widths of
g(2)(∆x,∆y, 0), while the spread along z contributes to
background counts during image reconstruction. The
g(2)(∆x,∆y,∆z) data in Fig. 3 is fitted with a 3D Gaussian
function f(∆x,∆y,∆z) = 1+A exp(−∆x2/2σ2x−∆y2/2σ2y−
∆z2/2σ2z). This yields rms widths (correlation lengths) of
{σx,y,z} = {0.43, 0.39, 0.37}(±0.01) mm, corresponding to
the momentum spread of the halo.
The resolution of our ghost imaging setup can also be
estimated by analysing the image of a known shape, which
we do in Fig. 4a for the bars of the “U”, which are 0.77 mm
wide. Fitting the convolution of the object with a one-
dimensional Gaussian point spread function (PSF) gives
the rms width of the PSF to be 0.40(±0.03) mm along the
x-direction. This is in good agreement with the value for
σx = 0.43(±0.01) mm obtained from the analysis of the g(2)
widths.
In Fig. 4b we plot the visibility V = (I−B)/(I+B) of the
ghost image [19], where I is the average ghost image intensity
and B is the average background. We show a build-up in the
ghost image visibility as we cumulatively add contributions
from different Bragg orders [29]. The optimal final image
utilises 9 halos and has a visibility V ≈ 35%.
In conclusion, by using higher-order Bragg scattering in
the Kapitza-Dirac effect, we are able to extend the technique
of pair production via s-wave scattering and demonstrate
more than a 10-fold increase in the number of correlated
pairs available for each single experimental run. Further,
because we have created a source of strongly correlated atom
pairs, by analogy with SPDC we are able to generate very
high second order g(2) correlation values greatly exceeding
the maximum thermal value of 2, with maxima in our case
reaching g(2)(0, 0, 0) ≈ 250. Using this source of correlated
twin beams we perform ghost imaging with atoms, achieving
good visibility and showing that the sub-millimetre resolu-
tion of the image is limited by the two-particle correlation
function of the atomic momenta. This demonstration opens
up a number of exciting possibilities for fundamental tests
of quantum mechanics using massive particles, such as tests
of EPR entanglement [7] and Bell’s inequalities [8]. In par-
ticular, the properties of our source would overcome the
major challenges (such as pair identification) outlined in the
proposal from the Zeilinger group [7].
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FIG. 4. Ghost image resolution and visibility. (a) Ghost image of the vertical bars of the “U” (yellow bars). The image (top) is
integrated vertically (bottom, circles) to yield an intensity, which is fitted with the convolution with the PSF [29] (solid line). This
yields a width (representing the imaging resolution) of 0.40 mm. (b) The visibility (V = (I −B)/(I +B)) is shown as a function of
the number of halos accumulated to form the image (Nhalos). I is the mean intensity within the shape to be imaged (yellow “N”, as
shown in the inset), while B is the mean intensity outside the “N”. Each plotted image is the result of accumulating reconstructed
images from different s-wave halos. The dashed curve is a guide to the eye, while error bars show the standard error of the mean
across the image pixels.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Experimental Apparatus
The He∗ BEC is initially trapped in a bi-planar quadrupole
Ioffe configuration magnetic trap [28], with harmonic frequen-
cies of {ωx, ωy, ωz}/2pi ≈ {15, 25, 25} Hz and a bias field of
B0 = 1.31(±0.01) G along x-axis. The 80 mm diameter mul-
tichannel plate and delay line detector is located ∼850 mm
below the trap center (416 ms fall time), with a spatial reso-
lution in x and y of ∼120 µm, a temporal resolution along z
of ∼2 ns and a quantum efficiency of ∼10%.
Bragg diffraction
Similarly to our previous work [30] we employ the same
laser beams for both Raman and Bragg pulses, only changing
the relative frequency detuning of the waveforms, which
is set by the bias B0 and geometrical angle between the
beams (90◦). The laser is blue detuned by 2 GHz from the
23P0 state. The Raman transition in the beginning of the
sequence also results in the cloud acquiring a momentum
change of
√
2~k0ez, which sets the center-of-mass of the
cloud in downward motion. The duration of the outcoupling
Raman pulse is tpi = 1.8 µs, with ∼95% transfer efficiency.
It is then immediately followed by a 1.4 µs Bragg pulse. The
maximum intensity of each laser beam is ∼450 mW/mm2
for the Raman pulse and ∼30 mW/mm2 for the Bragg pulse.
Each of the pulse sequences is modulated with an overall
Gaussian envelope to control Fourier-broadening. Thus, the
broadening of the Raman pulse was optimised to maximise
the transfer to the magnetically insensitive sublevel mJ = 0,
while the Bragg pulse was set to choose a momentum transfer
to be in the Kapitza-Dirac regime and therefore to maximise
the number of Bragg orders generated (L).
In our experiment we have achieved L = 12 orders, con-
sequently producing L − 1 = 11 s-wave halos between the
adjacent orders, as pictured in Fig. 2b. In principle, by in-
creasing the laser power of the Bragg beams, one could raise
L even further, generating more halos with lower density and
therefore possessing higher correlations. It is, however, opti-
mal to have L = 12 for the ghost imaging configuration in our
experiment because of the relatively high absolute velocity
of the 4He* atoms in the higher Bragg orders, i.e. for l = ±6
it is vz = ±78 cm/s. There are two problems which arise
for |l| > 6 in our setup: (i) fast travelling downwards kicked
halos do not expand enough to cover the object mask before
falling onto the detector (Fig. 2c), and (ii) upwards kicked
halos will be lost through hitting the top of the vacuum
chamber.
5It is also interesting to note that we observe larger-
diameter halos from the non-adjacent orders (l, l+2), which
are reconstructed only partially since they expand beyond
the detector size. In principle, g(2) peaks should be higher
for these larger halos, since the scattering modes overlap
less [4]. However, the population of these halos is too low to
make them usable here.
Note that the non-zero halo thickness δk of the halo is
due to uncertainty limited broadening from the finite size
of the condensates, as well as mean-field interactions in the
BEC during expansion of the halo. In our experiments we
observe δk/kr = 0.034(±0.003).
Correlation function
For independent s-wave halos originating from different
Bragg orders (Fig. 2b) we construct a second-order nor-
malised cross-correlation function:
g(2)(∆k) =
∫
d3kG(2)(k,−k+∆k)∫
d3k 〈n(k)〉〈n(−k+∆k)〉 . (1)
We find that the rms widths of the g(2) are approximately
constant across all Bragg orders. Note that the correla-
tion lengths we measure are actually a convolution of real
correlation length with the detector resolution, which is ∼
120µm.
The error estimate in the numerical evaluation of g(2)
can be expressed as a standard deviation of the atom count
frequencies (which represent the numerator of Eq. 1) nor-
malised to the same denominator. The error bars on Fig. 3
represent a 2σ confidence interval.
Because of the spherical symmetry of the s-wave halo in
momentum space, it is convenient to operate with atomic
momenta, while expressing the final results in spatial units.
Knowing the time-of-flight to the detector Tf , we convert
atom velocities ∆v = ~∆k/m to spatial coordinates in
the detector plane: r = Tf∆v, where m is the mass of a
4He* atom. This conversion yields the spatial co-ordinate
representation for g(2) in Fig. 3.
Ghost image
The target to be imaged was made out of laser cut 0.4 mm
thick stainless steel sheet. A microscope image of the object
used for the ghost imaging is shown in Extended Data Fig. 5.
FIG. 5. The object. Microscope image of the mask used to
create the ghost image. The region indicated by the dashed line
forms the vertical bars shown in Fig. 4a of the main text, which
was used to determine the imaging resolution.
The ghost image is reconstructed in k-space using
coincidence-counting between atoms in the multi-pixel
port nM and the bucket port nB :
C˜(kx, ky) = nM (kx, ky, kz)⊗ nB(kz). (2)
Next, analogously to g(2), we convert the image C˜(kx, ky) to
spatial coordinates C(x, y) in the detector plane z = 0. This
image is shown in Fig.2c. The correlator in Eq. 2 accepts two
counts from nM and nB as a valid coincidence if they occur
within the correlation length σz in the z (time) direction,
which is given by the g(2) width of 0.37mm (see Fig. 3).
Image resolution and visibility
We estimate the resolving power of our ghost imaging
configuration by taking the ghost image of the vertical bars
from the “U” part of the “ANU” mask (Fig. 5), and fitting
it with the convolution Q(x) = b ∗ h of the real object
shape b(x) and the Gaussian point spread function (PSF)
h(x) = B0 + C exp(−x2/2s2x). Therefore, using the rms
width sx of the PSF as one of three free parameters of the
fit, we can compare the resolution of the ghost image along
the x-direction with the correlation length along that axis.
As stated in the main text, we find sx = 0.40(±0.03) mm,
which is in good agreement with the rms width of σx =
0.43(±0.01) mm extracted from g(2).
We characterise the visibility of the ghost image by com-
paring the average image intensity I to the average back-
ground B:
V =
I −B
I +B
, (3)
where the image intensity I is calculated within the region
which matches the object mask. This region is determined by
manually overlapping an “N” shaped region with the exact
dimensions of the mask on top of the ghost image. Extended
Data Fig. 6 shows the ghost image visibility for images
from each individual halo as a function of the average atom
number 〈Na〉 in that halo. The inset shows the corresponding
object (the letter “N”) and its ghost image for the halo with
the highest number of counts. Because of the different center-
of-mass velocities, the halos with the smallest time-of-flight
only partially cover the mask. The first two halos to arrive
onto the detector (+6,+5) and (+5,+4) have a small halo
population 〈Na〉 as well as a minimal overlap with the mask,
which results in a weak ghost image signal relative to the
background and hence V < 0. Therefore, these halos were
not used to produce the cumulative ghost image shown in
Fig. 4 of the main text. It is important to note that Eq. (3)
gives high visibility values (many counts within the object
region and a small background), – even if the halos do not
cover the object completely, and thus do not generate a full
representation of the entire image. However, we have used
this visibility definition to be consistent with the definition
employed in the photon ghost-imaging literature [19].
6FIG. 6. Ghost image visibility. Visibilities (dots) for images (insets) reconstructed from each individual halo with different average
number of atoms 〈Na〉. Bragg orders producing the halos are labelled as (l + 1, l). The dashed curve is a guide to the eye. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean associated with the variances of the pixel values contributing to I and B.
